MORRIS BROS. INC. CLosed FOR AUDIT
J. L. Etheridge Is Gone; Bond House Wrecked.
WARRANT ALREADY IS ASKED
Large Deficit Possible: Few Branches Shut Doors.
PRISON RECORD IS BARED
Ex-Head of Portland Search Co. Issues at Notice Moving to Pennsylvania

FORGOTTEN NICKEL AGAIN TO BE KNOWN
Price of Five Lowden Fils in Liberty House
SF FRANCISCO BUSINESSMEN
Respect Appeals With
Gay-Gaye Bond Due
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 31-Here is the news that was two
weeks in coming, but it arrived in due form.

ITALIANS CAPTURE FIUME ENVIRONS
Factories on Edge of City Are Reached.
Closing-In Move Is Begun
Fall of Poet's Stronghold Is Expected Soon.

1920 IS RECORD YEAR FOR ALL RAILROADS
Largest Cross Traffic Than Ever Is Moving

MONTESANO ROCKED BY MYSTERY BLAST
Plot to Free American Day More Brisk of Police

TERMINAL TRUCE MORE THAN LIKELY
Request for Ouster Delay Almost Equals Order.

BRICKLAYER RESCUES SANTA FROM CHIMNEY
Papa Weighing 240 Cents Gets Rooming Kind

WOMEN'S CRIES BRING HELP
Marquam Hill Road Is Some of Near Fatality.

MONEY OVER HEAD SAVED
Uncle Vudo First In Air War

CONSIDERATION WANTED
Some Attached Germany
Consolidation of Saving System

BUSINESS DAMAGE SMALL
Stormes of 1912 greatest, says
Federal Park Inspector.

SENATOR-ELECT REGIONS
C. A. Cramp, Walthen, Washington, Takes
Seat. The Biggins. Men, English, Was
Highly, by recognizing the resources of the
States, and the affection within

OF TODAY'S NEWS
V. L. W. - "Mayor's
Victory of Christmas 1912 and
Soldiers, and Indians, Will Be
WILL IT BE TVDIE IN THE WINTER?

MILITARY KILLS IRISHMAN
Two Who Fired on Firestone

PORTLAND OFFERS WINE WORKERS WISDOM.
Part of a city of beauti-
ful women has- been and
will be. There is no another city in the
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